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Febru~y 18,1927 
PRESENT AND FUTURE WaterSUPPLY FOR THE CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 
To The Water Supply Commission 
of the City of Jacksonville, Florida. 
Gentlemen 
Following your instructions , we have investigated the co nditions 
controlling the present supply of hard water from ~rtesian wells in the 
Vicksburg or ocala limestone and have studied all other reasonably practicable 
sources of future water supply for Jacksonville . 
our studies indicate that the safe capacity of the present source of 
supply from wells in and near Water works Park has been reached. It will be 
increasingly expensive and difficult to secure additional water from wells 
sufficiently remote from the present low pressure zone. If the city continues 
to grow, its future water supply ahould . oome from surface suurces where s o~i 
water can be obtained at reaso nahle cost . Definite steps t o this end should 
be taken at once and all future construction should conform to the requirements 
of the ultimate supply. 
ULTlliATS SUPPLY 
The ultimate water supply for Jacksonville should be secured from 
~ surface source . The best and most available sbunce of surface w ter supp~ . 
is located in the table land area in DUval and Cl~y Counties southwest of 
Jacksonville and west of t he st.Johns River. Thi s area is drained by ]lack 
Creek and its tributaries and McGirts Cree~. The development of a dependable 
supply of 100 million gallons per day may be obtained from approxUnately one-
half of the area nearest to Jacksonville by the construction of storage reser-
r 
v:oirs on UcGirts Creek and on Black Creek. The McGirts Creek dam will be 
placed near Pelham or Jacksonville Heights, and the Black Creek dam will be 
built at the junction of the north fork of Black Creek with Yellow ater Creek. 
canal will be built from the McGirts Creek reservoir to Sal Taylor 
Creek, which will be one of the arms of the Bl~ck Creek reservoir. By this 
means all of the water will be vailable at the filter plant and pumping station 
located six miles southwest of Edgewood Avenue. 
The water will be filtered by gravity and the water from the pure 
water reservoir will be pumped directly into the distribution system under 
proper distribution pressure through connecting pipe lines. Elevated tank 
storage will be provided in the city to equalize the hourly peak drafts upon 
the system. 
QUALITY The water flowing in McGirts and Black Creeks is extremely soft and 
is highly colored with vegetable matter extracted from the vegetation on the 
ca-tchment areas. The method by which this w&ter takes up the coloring matter 
is similar to that of making tea or coffee by pouring water on tea leaves or 
ground coffee beans. There is nothing objectionable in this coloring matter 
except its appearance and it is a simple matter to make this water practically 
colorless by modern filtration methods. 
The drainage areas of the proposed reservoirs are very sparsely 
settled and the top few feet of the soil consists of fine sand. This is 
Nature's best filtering material and provides for natural purification of 
foreigh matters which may be deposited upon it. In these circumstances, with 
the long period of storage of the water in the reservoirs, the water supplied 
to the filter plant will be of unusual purtt.y and the filtered water as de-
livered to the city will be thoroughly satisfactory at all tnnes. 
To provide for the flooded arga of the reservoirs and to control 
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r 
~nd protect the shore lines, it is advisable for the city to own marginal 
strips in exc ess of the area flooded . The balance of the drainage areas may 
remain in private ownership and the State Board of Health will exercise such 
general supervision as may be necessary to provide against direct pollution 
of the streams tributary to the veservoirs . 
The reservoirs really serve three distinct purposes . They collect 
and hold the flood waters during rainy seasons for use during long dry periods 
of low raihfall ; they expose the collected water to the sunshine which acts 
upon the vegetable colorL1g matter and greatly reduces the amount carried in 
solution; they hold the water for periods of weeks or months from the tnne 
it enters the reservoirs in the tributary streams until it r 3aches the intake 
to the filter plant, so t hat during this time objectionable bacteria which 
find their way into the streams are largely eliminated by the natural forces 
at work in the reservoirs. These forces include the effects of sunlight, wave 
action, and the many types of harmless bacteria which live upon the vegetable 
matter contained in the stored water . 
ADDITIONAL SUP 
PLY AVAILABLE 
When the city grows to a point where a supply in excess of 
100 million gallons per day is required, the soft water 
supply may be increased by building ather reservoirs in the area to the south 
of the Black Creek reservoir ~nd connecting them by canals or conduits, with 
the first development . The South Fork of Black Creek drains the greater part 
of this area . It is probable that 150 square miles of it can be made tributary 
to the first complete development . If, however, conditions in the future 
shou.ld make a supply from the &ou.th Fork of Black Creek less desirable than 
it would be at this time, a canal may be extended in a northwesterly direction 
from the Yellow Water Creek arm of the Black Creek res .,:rvoir to a point near 
the St .Marys River, where water may be diverted to it from dams on the south 
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branches of the River, or flood flows may be pumped to it from the main 
rivee channel. There is clearly enough soft water available from the devel-
opment of surface sources southwest of Jacksonville to provide for ~ city 
of more than ten times the present population. 
PR.3SE:N'T SUPPLY OF HARD WATER FROll ARTESIAN ..,.ELS 
m THE OCALA Lll1ES!J.10NE. 
There is a very lars~ supply of fresh water entering the p6rous 
rock formation in the Ocala limestone ann~lly from the rainfall on the intake 
areas in central peninsula Florida and extending north and northeasterly into 
Georgia. The water in the Ocala rock available for economical development in 
Jacksonville is limited by the capacity of the passages_ to bring the water to 
the wells. The present draft from wells in Jacksonville has reduced the arte-
• 
sian pressure below the desirable pressure which should be maintained. There 
is a chance that further decrease in the artesian pressure will cause salt 
water to enter and mix v;i th the fresh water supply to the wells. In these 
circumstances, the supply available in the Ocala rock within the present city 
limits has already been reached. To secure additional water from this source, 
it will be necessary to locate a new well field far enough removed from the 
present reduced pressure zone so that the wells will draw water from passages 
in the rock which are not now serving to convey water to the center of the city. 
Our studies indicate that a new point of draft should be located at least six 
miles from Water arks Park, and preferably at a greater distance. L step in 
this direction was taken two years ~go when the city authorized the location 
of new wells and receiving reservoir near McDuff Avenue in the Riverside section. 
PRIVATE WELL There are approximately aoo provately owned wells in 
Jacksonville and vicinity. It is estimated that these wells cost half a million 
dollars to reproduce at present prices. These wells have lost artesian pressure 
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from year to year as the draft upon all wells has increased. They have 
accordingly lost in value to their owners and will be of less value each -
year if the combined draft of water from the Ocala rock under Jacksonville 
is allowed to . increase . 
If the city stops its draft upon this source in Jacksonville and 
stops all needless waste of artesian water, the pressures originally found 
in the wells will be largely restored. The value of the wells to their owners 
will be increasen accordingly . 
The greatest value in artesi~ water supply lies in its availability 
to the suburban and rural districts surrounding Jacksonville. Artesian water 
unde~ a sufficient head for all farming uses and for delivery through pipes to 
houses in new out1ying developments, will continue as an asset to the land , if 
all uxu1ecewsary draft upon this source is discontinued . In some measure , the 
future of the city is dependent upon the prosperity of the inhabitants located 
on the adjacent land . Conservation of the artesian water supply will contribute 
in a considerable measure to this prosperity. 
In these circumstances, if the city removes its point of draft 
upon the artesian supply from 1ater Works Park to a plint outside the city 
limits, the pressure will be restored in part to private wells within the 
city, at the expense of available artesian water supply under artesian pressure 
on propeety surrounding the new location. 
It is apparent, therefore , that in order to conserve artesian water 
supply in Jacksonville and the surrounding rerritory, it will be necessary for 
the city to discontinue its draft upon this source . The existing wells and 
pumping stations may be kept in reserve and will be valuable in furnishing 
additional water during periods of excessive draft or in case of emergencies . 
QUALITY. The ext~eme hardness of the present water supply is objection-
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~ble, and is a burden upon the people who have to use it for general house-
hold purposes. Many large institutions, including hotels and laundries, 
have installed individual softening plants. A recent report in the office 
of the local Board of Health shows there are over 1,600 shallow driven wells 
within the present city limits, from which a softer water is obtained. Most 
of these were sunk originally to furnish water for all household purposes 
before water service was extended to the districts in Which they are located. 
They are still used, however, in these areas to a considerable extent on 
account of the softer wster which can be obtained from them. 
SOFTENING THE PRESENr SUPPLY. CoU3iderat ion has been given to the feasibility 
of softening water frClll the presen.t source. This might have been attractive 
• 
when the city was one-half its present size. At this time, however, if the 
present source is to be continued, the expense of collecting the water from 
segreg.&ted well fields to a centr~l softening plant will greatly increase the 
cost. The cost of loftening, even if all the water could be collected at the 
softening plant, would exceed the cost of securing filtered soft water from 
surface sources. Furthermore, owing to the high percentage of permanent or 
hard scale hardness in this wa.ter, the softened water would still contain a. 
large proportion of dissolved solids. It would, therefore, be less desirable 
than filtered soft surface water. 
VALUE OF SOFT 'VA~. The cities of Orlando, West Palm Beach and Palm 
Beach have soft water supplies filtered from surface sources. The cities of 
Tampa, Miami, and Fort Lauderdale have installed and operate, at considerable 
r expense, water softening plants to secure relatively soft water from their 
hard water sources. 
In so far as it is possible to state in dollars the value of soft 
water, we estimated on the basis of prices prevailing before the war, that 
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the costs mo the general public incidental to hardness in a public water supply 
amounted to an average of ten cents Jer millian gallons for each part per million 
of hardness. The hardness of the present water supply is 305 parts per million. 
The hardness of the proposed soft v.ater supply when fully developed, would be 
about 20 parts per million . The difference is 285 parts per million. Thus the 
new supplywould be worth $28.50 more than the present supply for each million 
gallons deli vered. On the basis of an average d ily consumption of 100 million 
gallons, this amounts to $2,850.00 per day ~~d is the interest at Si~ on 
$19,000,000. Soft water is worth what it will cost to get it. 
ESTIMATmS OF COST. 
The data available for our studies were not sufficient to make it 
possible fo state definitely the amounts of water t hat can be · dr~ln out at all 
times from the various sources. There are no reliable stream gaugings in 
Florida over a sufficient length of time to show the amount of the rainfall 
which annually rw1s off in the streams and the geological data obtained from 
well records are not sufficiently complete to prove beyond a doubt t ~e limita-
tions of' the artesian water supply in the Ocala rock. We have, how~ver, reliable 
observations upon streams in similar localities, as a guide to our estimates 
of yield from the proposed supply. A reasonably low estimate has been made of· 
the run-off in the streams available for Jacksonville, and storage has .been 
computed from the maps of the United States Geological Survey covering this 
area. From these computations, an estimate has been made .of the average daily 
draft that can be obtained from the Black Greek and McGirts Creek reservoirs. 
The estimates of cost have been based upon these estimates of available supply, 
and therefore are approximate. They are sufficient, however, for preliminary 
consideration of the problem, but should be revised following contour surveys 
of the reservoirs and accurate gaugings of the streams. 
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COS'!' OF SOFI! f TER SUPPLY 
FILTERING AND DELIVERING IT TO THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, 'VITH 
SUFFICIENT ELEV: TED TANK STORAGlS TO EQ.UALIZE HOURLY 
PEAK DRAFTS. 
It is clearly advisable to buy at once all of the land which will 
be required for the reservoirs and protective strips about tbem. · This will 
r•quire ~bout 62 sections, and is estimated to cost ~1,300,000. ccordingly, 
the development of the first 25 million gallons per day supply will necessqxily 
include the cost of all the land required foo the development of a supply of 
100 million gallons per day. mhe following estimate of cost gives the cost 
of each increment of 25 million gallons per day supply, with filters, pumping 
statio¢, pipe lines and elevated storage for proper delivery into the dis-
tribution system. 
Develop- Capacity of" cost of Total ca.peci ty Total 
ment Developnent Development million gallons Cost 
,12er da;r 
1 25 mil.gal.day 6,200,000. 25 $6,200 ,000. 
2 25 tt It It 6,800,000. 50 13,000,000. 
3 25 
" " 
fl. 3,ooo.ooo. 75 16,000,000. 
4 25 II If tt 3,000,000. 100 19,000,000. 
PROGRESSIVE DE~LOP.MENT OF SURFACE SUPPLY OF SOFT 'lATER. 
~ indicated above,the water supply may be developed in successive 
steps a.sthe water consumption in the city increases. The various developments 
may be made to ke&p pace with the increase of population, by providing at all 
times an available quantity of water moderately in excess of the requirements. 
Immediate reinforcements to the distribution system should be made 
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to provide the most economical distribut i on of water possible, ~nth t he main 
supply entering the city in the Murray Hill section from t he southwest. It 
follows that additional water from wells which may be requir ed to supplement 
the present supply during t he period of construction of the new works, should 
be obtained from the area. adjacent to the first pipe line required to deliver 
the new supp~y to the city. 
SUPPLY FR :M SHALLOW WELLS. !. preliminary invest igation of the water-
bearing materia ls in the upper ground strata below the branches of ~ill ]ranch 
of Cedar Creek, near Lacke.wanna, indica te tha t considerable water may be drawn 
from shallow wells properly located in this area. Apparently, the water will 
be about one-half as hard asthe water now furnished in the city, and will be 
sufficient in quantity to t ake care of the increase in consumption during the 
period of construction of t he firs t p art of t he surface water supply. 
These wells would be held in reserve and used later to supplement 
the available supply from the McGirts Creek and S&l T~lor Creek areas during 
long dry periods until the large storage capacity of the Black Creek reservoir 
is made a.va ilable. It is recommended that as much of t he 48" pipe line be 
installed at this time a s may be required t o deli ver water from a new well 
field southwest of the city to t he distribution system, and that at least two 
million gallons elevated storage should be built in the city. 
If further investigation should indicate t hat shallow wells in the 
·:1ills Branch of Cedar Creek area will not furnish sufficient satisfactory water, 
the pipe line should be extended all the way to :McGirts Creek where deep walls 
in the ocala rock may be installed. The development of a new eight or ten 
million gallon per day depression cone in the Ocal a ground water table can not 
be nearer to the city without reducing the flow to existing wells within the 
city limits . Draft through shallow wells from t h e top ground water strata 
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ill have no effect upon the Ocala ground water supply • 
.l:!'IBST STEP IN DEVELOPMENT OF SURFACE 1 vA£.J:ffi SU.PPLY. 
FollowLg the establishment of the new well field, the llcGirts 
Creek reservoir and the first 30 million gallon unit of the filter plant and 
pumping station should be constructed. The 48 11 pipe should be extended from 
the Wills Branch of Cedar Creek well field t 0 the new McGirts Creek Pumping 
Station. A cane.l should then be dug southwest from UcGirts Creek to Sal Taylor 
Creek, where a small d&n should be built to di~ert the water to the McGirts 
Creek reseDvoir. With approximately seven million gallons per day pumped from 
the shallow wells to supplement that available from the McGirts Creed and Sal 
Taylor Creek development in long dry periods, these works will be sufficient 
to furnish an average daily supply of 25 million gallons. In addition, theJ 
will ha.ve provided for the ultimate development of 100 million gallo:>-s p3r day 
by the purchase of the land required for the large storage reservoir to be 
formed by the dam on Black Creek. 
Tha estimate on the following page shows the cost of Supply Works 
in the reconunended order of deve lopment. 
ESTIMATE OF COST OF SUPPLY WORKS IN ORDER OF DEVELOPI.IENT. 
Land for Complete Development 
Shallow wells, pipe line to city 
and first unit of eleva ted storage 
McGirts Creek development, including 
extension of pipe line and first unit of 
filters an~ pumping station 
Sal Raylor Creek addition 
Total of a5 million gallons per day 
development of new supply 
~lack Creek Reservoir and second units 
of filters, pumping station, pipe line 
and elevated storage 
Total of 50 million ge1lons per day 
develppment of new supply 
Sal Raylor pumping station and third 
units of filters, pumping station, 
pipe line and elevated storage 
Total of 75 million gallons per day 
development of new supply 
Fourth units of filters, pumping station, 
pipe line and elevated stGrage 
Total of 100 million gallons per day 
development of new supply 
$1,300,000. 
1,160,000 
2,930,000 
810,000 
6,800,000 
3,000,000 
3,000,000 
COST OF WATER li THE C IrY. 
$6,200,000 
13,000,000 
16,000,000 
19,000,000 
s it has been possible to state approximate cost of the development 
of the soft water supply for Jacksonville, it is also possible to state within 
ranges, what the cost of water will be delivered to t~ e customers if the pre-
sent water supply from well is continued as compared with the proposed supply 
of soft water. 
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DISTRI:BUTHTG SYSTill.l . The existing distribution system should be 
studied in detail to determine how it may best be reinforced to receive water 
from the new supply. The assistance of the National Bo~rd of Fire Underwriters 
in making the study will aid in providing ample fire protection in all sections 
of the city. This method of procedure will provide for reinforcements to pro-
duce the greatest benefit at the least possible cost. 
It is understood that a program cbf reinforcements to the distribution 
system is contemplated to replace some of the temporary mains and extend fire 
protection into the unprotected area recently taken into the city limits . At 
present, there are 100 miles of temporary mains, mostly 2.U galvanized iron pipe , 
in the system. A" large proportion of these were installed since the \Jar and 
represent the economy necessary to keep within the gross revenue produced 
by the old water rates schedule . This schedule of rates is too low to produce 
the gross revenue necessary to support adequate extensions to the distribution 
sys:tem, and new wells and pumping atations to provide additional quantities of 
water required . The costs of such •torks are appro:imately twice what similar 
works cost before the War . In these circumstances, there is no alternati ve 
but to change the rate schedule to produce a larger gross income . 
NE.i' SCHEDULE OF TES . 
It is recommended that a new sc~edule of rates be adopted in accord-
ance with the standard form of rates of the American Yater Works Association , 
which has been ~ccepted by the Public Utilities Commissions of 38 States and 
the United States :Bureau of Standards . This schedule should produce approxi-
m~tely 46% more revenue than is obtained from the existing schedule of rates. 
I~ this is done, the revenue will support needed extensions and reinforcements 
of the distribution system, with the supply continued for the next few years 
from \\ells located at proper distances ou tsicle of the city limits . 
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The following rates are suggested to indic~te in a general way, 
the method proposed of charging for the hard wate£ supply or for the soft 
water supply~ They will re~uire further study before they can be drawn to 
meet all the conditions . They serve, however, to indicate in a general way, 
the difference in cost to the consumer between the continuation for a few 
years of the hqrd water supply and the adoption. at once of the soft water 
supply, which should be furnished ultimately in any event. 
QUARTERLY SERVICE CHARGE FOR WHICH NO WATER IS ALLOVJED. 
3" 4" 
l.!harge 1.25 2. 00 3. 00 5. 00 7 . 50 15. 00 25.00 50. 75 . 125. 
For private fire line connections, the charges shall be the same as 
the service charge for diameters of connections e~ual to the above meter sizes. 
For public fire protection, at least $90,000 per year at present, 
equal to $45. 00 per ~drant on 2,000 hydrants, shall be collected from the 
revenue from the fire protection tax. This is based on the as~ption that 
there will be 2,000 hydrants with the extension of fire protection service to 
the buill-UP areas within the city limits. 
RATES WITH HARD WATER CONTINUED CHA.RGE. 
FOR LL WATER CON~D AS :EASURED :BY L.ETERS 
For the first 10 , 000 cu. ft . per quarter . 10 per 100 cu. ft . 
For the next 90,000 cu.ft . per quarter .oa per 100 cu . ft. 
For all over 100 , 000 cu . ft . per quarter . 05 p3 r 100 cu. ft . 
The installation of a soft water supply will require an additional 
grass revenue t o pay interest and depreciation ou the necessary works and also 
the cost of filtering the water. It is estimated in round numbers that a rate 
schedule to support the soft water supply from the proposed sources should be 
designed to produce a gross income approximately 60% greater than that required 
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to continue for a few years a supply of hard ~ater from wells. 
Both the service charges and charges for fire protection , both 
public and rivate, would not be changed, the difference in cost between the 
hard water and the soft water would be reflected only in the sliding scale 
rate for water conswned . It is estimated that the additional annual revenue 
to support the ann'al cost of the first step development of the soft water 
supply, and interest en all of the land required for the ultUnate development 
is $336 , 000 more than the cost of water from wells alone. This difference 
may be made up by charging the following rates for water consumed : 
RATES liTH SOFT ~ A>l!J;.;R ,.a\ll?PLY 
For the first 10,000 cu •. ft. per quarter .19 per 100 cu . ft • 
For the next 90,000 cu.ft. per quarter • 15 per 100 cu.ft. 
For all over 100 , 000 cu.ft. per quarter .10 per 100 cu.ft. 
These rates are apparently large enough to produce the necessary 
gross returns as the consumption of water increases in the city to pay the 
capital cha.rges on additional developments of the supply works. 
The following table shows the annu~l bill for various quantities 
of water consumed under the hard water rate schedule and soft water rate 
schedule 
ANNU 1 BILL UliDER PRESENT RATES, UNDER R.t..TES VISABLE TO 
CONTINUE HARD WATER SUPPLY D UNDE~L RATES FOR SOFT lATER COllPUTEl> 
FOR VARIOUS QU~~TITIES CONSUMED . 
CUbic feet Size Percent of Total cost per Year 
per year of total services For hard For hard water For so r t 
Meter using less than water under 'Wlder advisable water 
stated a.moun • ~esent rates. rates. 
0 5/8" 0 12.00 5. 00 5.00 
5 , 000 5j8n 33 est 12 . 00 10.00 14. 50 
10,000 5/8tt 55 12 . 00 15 . 00 24.00 
20 , 000 5/8" 74 est 16.00 2.5 . 00 43 . 00 
40 , 000 5j8rt 94 32. 00 45.00 81.00 
40,000 3/411 94 32 . 00 48.00 84 . 00 
400 , 000 2" 99 160.00 358 . 00 646 . 00 
6,000,000 8" 100 2., 400 . 00 3,428 . 00 6,516.00 
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The New York Steam Laundry was the only consumer in Jacksonville 
which used more than six million cubic feet of water in 1926 . The recorded 
use was 8,412,600 cubic feet . The bill for this water, under the present rates, 
was ~3,365.04. The cost for salt and labor used in softening this water was 
$4 , 614. 00, making the total cost, exclusive of capital charges on the softening 
plant, )7,979 . 04 for the year. The cost, inculding softening, would have been 
$9,108 . 30 under the advisable rates for continuation of the hard water supply. 
The same amount of soft water, sola under the above rates, through the existing 
3" and 4" connections, would cost only $8,768 . 60. 
There can be little doUbt that the soft ter will be worth what it 
costs the individual. The cost in excess of the hard water will be offset, in 
most cases, by the saving in soap and washing powders, in heat now 1 ost due to hard 
scale fonnation in cooking utensils and heaters, and in time and energy of the 
~verage houseworker . 
We recommend, therefore, that the city proceed at ome to secure a 
supply of soft surface water as outlined in this report. 
Infor.mation necessary to the preparation of this report was obtained 
from several sources. The George ~ . Hills Company furnished detailed contour p 
phms of various dam sites and eleve.tions of wells and important structures . 
Joseph B. Craig supervised the sinking of test wells in ~ills Branch of Cedar 
Creek.• Test borings at d&n sites, artesian pressures and flows of various wells 
were secured by H. C.Fromberger, D. H. st . John and W.E.Drew, assistants to o.z. 
Tyler, Superintendent of Plants. Mees & 1f.ees of Charlotte, N.u . , furnished --
useful gaugings of rivers with particular reference to the St .Marys River as a 
---~·--...... 
possible source of water supp_ly. J . G.:Bailey, Superintendent of Water Distribu-- -
tion, furnished details of the distribution system. J . E. Pace, City uditor , 
analyzed the eighteen thousand water accounts of 1926 and furnished other infor-
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mation re~uired for a study of the ate~ r~tes. E. L.Filby, Chief Engineer 
of the Stat e Board of Health, an~lyzed samples of water and assisted generally 
with inspection trips and procurement of dat~. Herman Gunter, state Geologist, 
H. N.Parker, City· Bacteriologist and Chemist, i . E.Sheddan, City Engineer, and 
o. z . Tyler, gave freely of their time to discuss and criticize various pha.ses 
of the rroblem as the work progressed. Acknowledgment of the thorough cooper-
ation of these men and their assistants, is gratefuily given . PUblications of 
the United States and Florida Geological Surveys furnished most of the geological 
data and the contour maps of the proposed soft water sources . Water Supply 
reports to the City Commission by Buckman & Buckman, Joseph E. Craig and the 
Layne Southeastern Company contained data of considerable value and were freely 
consulted in our studies. 
During the progress of the investigation, Henry G.Porter of our 
organization, was principal assistant, and Alex. O.Tuylor , formerly a resident 
of Jacksonville, of Butler,Barnett & Taylor, assisted in collecting special 
dattl- . George W.Fuller, of Fuller and HcClintock, visited the work twice 
in consultation and furnished estimates of the cost of softening. 
Respectfully ~bmitted, 
HAZEN & 'WHIPPLE, 
by (signed) MALCOLM PIRNIE 
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?ART 2. 
CHAPTER l . 
INVESTIGATIONS TO DET~ill~I!~ THE SOURCE ~~D SUFFICI~NCY OF THE SUPPLY 
OF WATER Il'J THE OCALA LD.LSTOliE 1.ru:NICIPAL .JU.PPLY FOR JACKSONVILLE . 
Sources of Informs.. tion . 
careful study has been made of all the records ~vailable in the 
publications of the United States Geological Survey , Florida State Geological 
Survey and the Georgia State Geological Survey . 
From these records, information h~s been obtained which shows the 
elevatio~s of the ocala li~estone in Florida rud in southeastern Georgia . 
kany of the well records fail to give elevations except in relation to the 
surface and had to be discarded for this study, but there we r e sufficient racords 
giving elevations to make it possible to plot , in a general way, elevations of 
the surface of the ocala limestone and elevations of the surface of the ground 
water table in its various solution passages . 
These data have been places upon an outline map of Florida, Plate I . 
of this report, on Which their probable relations to the contours of the ocean 
bottom are also indicated. The publications used as source of most of these date 
are as follows l State Geological Survey, first, second, third, fourth and fifth 
Annual Reports ; Georgi~ State Geological Survey, Bulletin #15, presenting a 
preliminary report on the underground waters of Georgia, and Bulletin ft40 , 
giving geological information in rela.tion to production of oil and gas . 
In addition to these data, we have conducted several experiments to 
determine the present pressures in relation to the flows from wells in and about 
Jacksonville . .le have also secured graJlhical records of pressures on wells , and 
conducted experiments to depermine whether or not old wells which have fallen off 
considerably in yield are clogged. 
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DISCUSSION OF_MA.P , PLi>TE I . 
The surface of the ocala limestone ou~crops in central peninsula 
Florida over considerable area, in many places reaching elevations over 100 
feet above sea level ; and in Georgia, it out~rops on the Savann~ River ~bout 
latitude 33° north, at a point &lmost due east from W~ynesboro. At this point, 
the elevation is in the neighborhood of 150 feet above sea level. The lime-
stone ridge extends no1thward somewhat west of the axis of the Florida peninsula 
and the rock apparently folds over the ridge, dipping westward to the Gulf of 
1~xico and eastward to the Atlantic Ocean . 
In the dip to the eastward, there is a deep valley in the rock surface , 
with a relatively high ridge forming the south side of the valley extending 
under New Smyrna in a direction slightly south of east. The high north side 
of the valley is apparently nort1. of Savannah. The ocala rock surface at Sav-
annah is about 320 feet below sea level. S5vannah, therefore, is relatively 
high on the north slope of the valley; on the so'Uiiih slope of the valley, 
st . Augustine is located nearer the top of the slope where the elevation of the 
rock surface is only 225 feet be low sea level . The bottolli of the rock valley 
lies ttnder Jacksonvil1e and Fernandi na in Florida, and Brunswick, Georgia, 
where the respective elevations of the rock surface ~re found to be _5a4 , 
556 and 600 . 
If the slopes of the surface of the Ocala limestone as located by 
the well records, continue to the east, this limewtone formation outcrops in 
the deep west wall of the Gulf Stream some forty-five f 45) miles southe~st of 
New Smyrna and eighty-five {85) miles east of Jacksonville . 
The contours of the rock are shown on the map in dash lines where 
the rock is covered and solid lines where it outcrops. The probable line of 
the outcrop of tl1e surface of the rock in the Gulf Stream is shown by a wavy 
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line, located more than 1,800 feet below sea level east of Jacksonville and 
crossing the contour lines of the ocean bottan to an elevation of 200 feet 
below sea level southeast of New Smyrna, then back again across the contours 
of the ocean oottom to an elevation of more than 1,200 feet below sea level 
a short dist~nce east of Palm Beach. 
RELATIVE PRESSURES DUB TO DUFEREJ:WE IN SPECIBIC 
GRAVITY BET.JEElii l!'"Iii!SH WATER AlJD SEA ATER . 
The specific gravity of theocean water is approximately 1.0265 
while that of the hard water found in the Ocala limestone may be assumed, for 
the purpose of this discussion, to be 1 . 0005 . The difference in specific gravity 
is, therefore, . 026 . In other words, ·a column of salt water one foot high in 
one leg of a U tube will support a column of fresh water in the o.ther leg 1. 026 
feet high. Or a column of salt water 100 feet high will support a column of 
fresh ~ater 102. 6 feet high. The pressures exerted by the sea water upon the 
surface outcrops of the Ocala limestone in the ocean bottom, have been computed 
in terms of the numbev of feet that they would raise a fresh water column at 
the same depth above aea level. These pressures in feet are shown on the map 
along the outcrop line of the various contour intervals of the rock surface; 
it will be notes that these decrease from forty-five feet east of Jacksonville 
to three feet southee._st of Uew Smyrna, and then increase again going further 
south to thirty-three feet east of .Palm Beach. 
Time has not permitted us to complete a map of this valley north of 
the north line of Florida, but it is apparent that the maximum depth of the 
outcrop is reached at about this point and that the outcrop becomes higher in 
elevation as it works up to a point east or northeast of savannah, Georgia . 
s the rock is known to be 1,000 feet or more thick in various borings, it 
~robab&y outcrops below the surface outcrop line to form the lower portions 
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of the ueep west wall of the Gulf stream. This probably is in the for.m~tion 
of a ~action through the rock from the top to the floor of the Gulf stream, 
so that the alternate l~ers in this particular rock are exposed to the ocean 
wat er. Baek pressures on the rock 500 feetbelow the surface elevation outcrop 
would be thirteen (13) feet higher than the pressures recorded on t he map . 
Pressures at other depths would be greater or less in the same proportion. 
GRO WD WA'fER TA.BLE IN THE OCALA LU.:.ESTOliffi . 
The recorded pressures in wells of which the approximate elevations 
were known were computed in feet of head a.bove sea level and plot. ted on the ma.p 
at the well locations. From these figures, co ntour s of the ground water table 
were drawn. It is clear that these are only approximate, inasmuch as they do 
not take account in all cases of the variable penetration of wells into the 
Vicksburg limestone. The inaccuracies due to this will be obvious by noting 
. a location east of Tampa where one well 1,100 feet deep gave a head of 76 feet, 
and a well 180 feet deep ge!.Ve a head of op.ly 67 feet , and at Starke , west of K 
Kingsley Lake near Trail Ridge, a well 500 feet deep gave a head of 71 feet , 
while a well 196 feet deep gave a head of 124 feet . From these two cases it is 
apparent tha.t the ground water table in diffeeent levels of the limestone rock 
varies, according t o the location, which influences the flow of water in the 
various solution passages . The contours of the water table were, ·therefore , dr~twn 
to represent as nearly as possible , the ground water table in the upper strata 
of the Ocala limestone . Two high areas are apparent, one following closely the 
Trail Ridge, and falling off r pidly in elevation to the east and west and to 
the south in the direction of Silver Springs . The other high area is around the 
lake region south of Silver ~prings, and is not much more than one-half as high 
~s the other high table along Trail Ridge . The wnter from this southerly high 
ground water table flows readily in all directions to lower levels . 
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There are two low points in the ground water table in Florida, one o 
on the West Coast where the Ocala limestone enteres the ocean at or above sea 
level, and the other on the Ee.st Coast where the relatively high ridge in the 
ocala rock forming the south side of the rock valley runs under New ~yrna 
towar the west wall of the Gulf Stream where it is assumed to outcrop about 
200 feet below sea level. These low pressure areas indicate that the flows of 
the ground water from the sources of supply are through these low pressure areas 
to points of outcrop of the rock at high elevations in the ocean . The high 
ground water table areas incblde the sources of supply of fresh water to the 
Ocal& limestone rock. In the southern high elevation, this is very apparent 
from surfa.ce indications where sink-holes exist in ma.p.y lakes and the rain water 
is kn~wn to penetrate into underground passages inthe rock . 
The conditions in the high ground water table at the north central 
part of the State are some.vhat more obscure. Trail Ridge is the highsst part 
of that section of Peninsular Florida which is above the earliest Pleistocene 
Sea, and consists largely of pervious material through which some of the rainfall 
probably percolates directly to the surface of the Ocala limestone. To the west 
and east of this relatively high plateau, the later geologi cal fonnations were 
laid down and formed impervious blankets over the Ocala limestone . In these 
areas, the rainfall cannot find its way do;vnward into the rock, and, where the 
coverings ar e thick enough in the lower coastal plains, the w-ater under pressure 
in the Ocala rock cannot escape to the surface. Relatively shallow wells pierc-
ing the surface strata of the Ocala rock at Ellerbee, Starke and Hampton, indicate 
/' heads in the upper strata of over 100 feet, while a deeper well 500 feet deep at 
Starke, penetrated lower strata. in the Ocala rock, and shows a head of only 71 
feet. 
This indicates either that the upper strata have less capacity than 
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the lower strata for carrying off the water entering them, or that less water 
enters the lower strata at this poi t than enters the upper strata. ~1e records 
of wells in this particular area do not give sufficient information upon which 
to base conclusions as to the eoct ent of this high level ground water tab~e in 
the Ocala rock . Additional data in this area must be secured before the divide 
in the ground water table can be located to show what proportion of the rainfall 
on the area that enters the rock flows toward the east . 
The contours drawn from these data also indicate a much s~aller drainage 
area tributary to the easterly slope of the Ocala rock valley which passes under 
Jacksonville, than would be supposed from a surface inspection of the considerable 
area to the west where the Ocala rock outcrops on the surface . The data indicate 
that the west half of the high point in the ground water table and all water 
from the catchment area tributary to the Ocala rock west of this, flows westward 
toward the lulf instead of eastward toward Jacksonville . 
To obtain a careful estimate of the extent of the drainage area tri-
butary to water in the Ocala rock under Jacksonville, ]'ernandi.aa., St . ugustine, 
Brunswick and Sav~ah, will require extensive investigations along these same 
lines, particularly as regards existing and available well records in east 
Georgia and southeastern South Carolina. 
SILVER SPRINGS. 
The influence of Silver Springs upon the ground water table is of 
considerable interest , as this is evidently responsible for the low saddl~ 
in the ground water table between the northern and southern high points. The 
f'low of this spring is known to yield about 369 , 000 gallons per minute, s 
reported in United States Geological Survey , Vater Supply Paper #319, and 
page 47, Bulletin No . 1 of the Florida State Geological Survey. This is equal 
to approximately 530 , 000,000 gallons per day. 
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.A stud.y of the discharge of this spring and the slopes of the ground 
1ater tables in the various rock strata feeding it, would furnish interesting 
information concerning the tributary c&tcbmeil.t area and the capacities of the 
underground passages, and r.J.ight very well furnish a rough estimate of the per-
centage of the rainfall which finds its way into the Ocala rock in the tributary 
ORJA'.i'ION OF THE OC LA LI:ME3 'I'Ol • 
The Ocala limestone may be likened in its formation to a chocolate 
layer cake, as it is composed of alternate layers of very hard, dnese limestone 
a.nd very porous rock having a large percent{l.ge of voids and correspondingly 
great capacity for holding water. The upper layer of dense limestone, which 
is called the cap rock, would be illustrated by the top frosting of the cake, 
and the first sliratum of porous rock would be illustrated by the upper layer of 
the cake. The subsequent alternate str&t~ of hard, dense rock and soft water-
bearing rock would be illustrated by the alter~ ting lover l~ers of chocolate 
filling and cake. 
This cake-like rock formation more than a thousand feet in thickness 
is not absolutely flat, but as described above, is warped into ridges and valleys 
without breakin6 the continuity of the layers. The valley in the rock, with 
its bottom under Jacksonville, Fernandina and Brunswick, and its high sides 
south of new Smyrna and north of Savannah, is v7arped into the general shape of 
sugar scoop, with the handle e.nd near Trail Ridge and the scoop end with its 
successive lov~r layers exposed, outcropping in the west wall of thd Gulf Stream. 
On top of the rock in the valley are deep deposits of impervious materials laid 
down in later geological periods, so that at Jacksonville these must be pene-
tr~ted to a depth of 524 feet before the cap rock is reached. t st . A.ugu.stine 
the impervious material is only 225 feet deep above cap rock, and at New Smyrna 
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it is about 100 feet deep. 
ARTESIAN PRESSURE OR HEAD. 
The head t o which fresh water in the ocala limestone will rise 
abov.e sea level in a well piercing it at one point is a measurement of the 
level of the ground water table at that point, as it slopes from the elevation 
where water from the rainfall enters t he rock to the point where this water 
escapes and finally finds its way into the sea at the points of minimum re-
sistance to its flow. 
When water flows, head or pressure is used up in the process in 
producing the velocity of flow and overcoming friction in t.lte rock passages. 
It is obvious upon inspection of the maximum heights of the ground water table 
that pressures do not exist a short distance away from the highest area of in-
flow to the Ocala rock in excess of 80 feet, and it is probable that the ground 
water table in the lower strata of rock does not greatly exceed 70 feet at any 
point in the State of Florida. 
Pressures higher than this in the upper strata exist only in concen-
trated feeding areas, and rapidly reduce as the water spreads out into a greater 
area of flow in the rock. In these circumstances, it cannot be expected that 
artesian heads will exist at any other point sufficient to raise the fresh water 
column more than 70 or 80 feet at the most, above sea level. 
The points offering least resistance to the flow of water in the 
Ocala lim~stone from the Jacksonville valley, are those where cracks in the 
rock and surface material at low elevation &llow escape in the form of springs, 
and where the outcrop of the rock in the Gulf Stream is at a high elevation, 
so that the back pressure of the sea water is a minimum. East of JaCksonville, 
the porous rock strata outcrop so low in the ocean that the back pressure of 
the ocean water prevents flow in this direction and fonns a quiet pool of water 
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held between the layers of hard rock between Jacksonville and the Gulf Stream 
and probably extending nor h of Brunswick, Georgia. 
The ~nnual contribution from the rainfall to replenish water in the 
ocala rock in this a.rea flows in a southeasterl y direction toward New Smyrna 
and into the ocean at the high point of outcrop, and it is probable that a large 
quantity flows in a northeasterly direction to some outlet point northeast of 
Savannah, Georgia. The back pressure of the sea water is similar to a dam 
which is high in the middle 1¥1d has overflows at both ends . The water in the 
pond back o the high part of t be dam would be practicall.r still water and 
there would be a flow to the overflows at both ends of the dam . 
A similar condition exists in the water hold in the porous rock be-
tween the layers of hard rock in this Jacksonville valley~ the bulk of the water 
remaining without motion , and the an.uQal supply from the catchment area es-
caping through the overflows at the -south and north ends of this dam, which is 
fonned by the back pressure of the ocean water . In these circumstances, there 
is no slope in the ground water table in the 85 miles between Jacksonville and 
the Gulf Stream outcrop, and the artesian head recorded at Jacksonville outside 
of the depression cone caused by the flow from wells in and near the city, is 
t e measurement of the back pressure of the sea water at the point of outcrop 
of the solution passage pierced by the well . 
Records which have been kept of press.ures at different depths in the 
Ocala limestone indicate that the pressures increase with the depth as successive 
layers of hard and soft rock are penetrated in the proportion of . 026 feet of 
artesian head per foot of depth. Pressures of approximately 47 feet exist in 
~ells which just pie rce the upper stratum of wate.r-bearing rock, and pressures 
of 60 feet exist in wells which penetrate all additional 500 feet into the rock. 
Two examples may be cited where records were kept of artesian pres-
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sures in different wells when they were first drilled. The most striking 
of these is the record of t he Pnce de Leon well at St . u.gustine reported 
in the Fifth Annual Report of the State Geological Survey, pages 147 and 
195. at a depth of 177 feet the artesian pressure was sufficient to raise 
the water in the well 32 feet abo'!le sea level. .At 350 feet the head was 
38 feet, and at 520 feet t he head was 42 feet. These pressures show a dif-
ference of 10 feet in head for a difference of elevation of rock st:aata 
pierced of 343 feet or 2.9 feet of additional artesian pressure for every 
100 feet of additional depth. This is close to theoretical difference due 
to differences in specific gravity of the fresh and salt water. 
Another record, of a Ja~ks o nville well at Hubbard ~treet and uon-
federate Park, drilled to a depth of 980 f eet in 1927 , was reported on 
page 140 of the 3rd Annual neport of the State Georlogical Survey. This 
whowed an artesian pressure of twelve pounds at a depth of 680 feet and 
fift een pounds at a depth of 900 feet or an increase of three pounds for 
an increase in depth of 220 feet . The difference in the elevations of 
the water tables was 6. 9 feet or approximately 3 . 1 feet per 100 feet of 
additional depth. The pressures , however, were notes by means of a pressure 
gauge and probably were read to the nearest pound only, which would account 
for the difference between this figure and the theoretical difference . 
recent report from Bruns ick, Georgia, states that the depths of 
wells vary from 300 to 800 feet or more , with a difference in artisian 
head ~ oye the ground of 12 feet between the shallow and deep wells , In 
this case, as in the others cited above, the difference in specific grav-
ities of the fresh and salt waters would account for the 12 foot difference 
in ground water table by a differenc in depth of wells of 462 feet . 
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INTER•STRAT CONUECTING PAS g3S IN 11HE OC.b.k. LIMESTONE. 
That there nrg.st be vertical passages existing in the Ocala ro.;k 
formation other than those created by the drilling of wells ia borne out by 
the presence of fresh water in the lower strata and the e:x:istance·of large 
springs which are known to come from consideratble depth i~ this formation. 
Such connecting passages are probably more numerous and larger in the areas 
where the solvent fresh supply from the rainfall enters the rock, dissolving 
a portion of it and carrying it off in solution. The wearing away of the 
rock producing this action, has caused settl~ent resulting in cracks and 
openings between the strata. In masses of the rock consider bly removed from 
t e source of supply to it, the water already contains, in solution, all of the 
mineral that it can ~arry and no further, or at the most, only sli~1t solution 
can take place. This condition would particularly obtain in the rock under 
Jacksonville, where the water is practically at rest in the pores of the rock. 
on the other hand, whithin the rock strata on the ridges forming the 
south and north edges of the valley , some solutio n, with resulting settlement 
ancl cracks, would continue to take place due to continuous flo otl large quan-
tities of water through the various passages. The aggregate size of the inter-
connectillg passages is known to be smo.ll in relation to the volume of voids in 
the porous ro ck between the various layers of dense rock., othervrilse the demon-
strated differential pressures could not e:x:ist. 
HOwever, in the rock under St. ugustine, there must be vertical passages 
t o accOQUt for the progressive salting of the wat.r in the upper strata, as the 
elevation of the water table in them has been reduced by increasing draft from 
year to year. Recently a salt content of 1,000 parts per million has been found 
in a 500 foot well belonging to the St.Augustine Vater Werks. 
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SALT \VATER IN LOWER STRATA. 
A consideration of the maximum possible elevation of the ground water 
table in the Ocala rock where fresh water from the rainfall is supplied to it, 
indicates, as stated before, a limit of 70 to 80 feet above sea level. Fresh 
water pressures iri the rock in excess of these heads can, therefore, not exist. 
Inasmuch as ~ head of 78 feet is only sufficient to depress ocean water to a 
depth of 3,000 feet below sea level, it may be expected that all walla 3,000 
feeti or more in depth, will encounter salt water in the lower strata of the 
ocala rock ih Florida at any point between the tlantic Ocean and the Gulf of 
texico, and in many localities where the head is less than this, salt water will 
be found at correspondingly higher elevations . The Georgia State Geological 
Sutvey, Bulletin #40, pages 97 and 101, records salt water found at 2,000 feet 
in a vrell six miles northwest of S avannah ~1d in another well at aycross. 
The shortest distance from most wells to salt water may accordingly be measured 
in a vertical direction, and it is a matter of a few hundred feet in the case 
of the majority of wells now in use. 
The danger of salting water supplied to keep wells is apparent when 
the present tendency to deepen existing wells in order to recover lost artesian 
head, is taken into account. Even if th2 wells are not deepened, there is a 
possibility of the existence of a vertical crack in the rock near the well which 
would allow passage upward of salt water from lower levels whenever the ground 
water head is reduced below the pressure necessary to depress salt water below 
the level of the bottom of the well . 
DEPRESSION COU:<.:S I - THE GROUiffi YATER TABLE. 
Wherever the.re is an outlet for water from the Ocala rock, water I!lust 
flow through the passages ~o the point of outlet and in doing so a certain 
amount of head is used up in produciUg the velocity of flow and in overcoming 
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friction in the rock p~ssages. The larger the quantity of flow toward a general 
locality, the groater will be the ve1ocity of the water in ~he .~.·ock passages 
and the greater will be the reduction in level of the ground water table and 
area over which this reduction in level will be app[.rent. 
The 205 wells in and near Jacksonville produce a deep depression none 
in the ground water table, which is approximately si~ rriles in diameter and 
has a depth at the center of approlrimately 30 feet 1 as measured in some of the 
wells near ,Tater Works ark. In particular, the .rell at .io-'irst and. Laura Streets , 
with its bottom 1,264 feet below sea level, when shut off, has a head of only 
27.25 feet above sea level. To depress salt water to a depth equal to the depth 
of this well,~/ould require a fresh water head of 47 feet above sea level. It 
is a~> parent fror. this that the draft fron the Ocala limestone in the Jac1 sonville 
area has already reduced the ground water table <t.t the center below the elevation 
which would be re<,Luired to depress sea water to a d.epth equal to th" depth of 
the deepest wells in the area. The continued freshness of the supply is, t:1erefore ,, 
dependent upon the tightness of the hard rock strata below the deepest wells, or 
upon the existence of two or more of these strata with one or raore intervening 
strata of porous rock containing fresh water ur1der an artesian head of 50 feet 
or more. In these circumstances, if vertical cracks do exist, the salt water 
would be d3pressed an fresh water from the lo _r fresh water str~t& would flow 
through them to t~e strat~ fron whtch tle deepest wells draw water. 
It is clear from the above that there is danger of salting the water 
tributary to wells in Jacksonville. This danger can be eliminated by regulating 
and reducing the flow within the depression cone to such a point that the ele-
vation of the ground water table will be rais.ed and kept above the level neces-
sary to depress salt water below the stratum in which the deepest wells are 
located. 
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Furthermore, no wells in this area should be drilled. to greater 
depths in an ~ttempt to secure additional artesian pressure . It is obvious 
that conditions in me Jacksonville area may be at a critical point and that it 
would be wise to take precautionary measures at once to safeguard thi3 area 
fu'om the salting of the supply to all wells in a manner s imila.r to that. which 
had developed at st.Augustine. 
If the considerable unnecessary waste of water from the vrells in the 
Jacksonville area could be greatly reduced, there would be a resulting increase 
of the water table elevation, or in other words, a reduction in the present 
depression cone. ',7ells with leaky casings should be recased or plugged, and 
all flowing wells that are not used should be shut off if possible, and other-
wise should be plugged. A further reduction in the depression cone would be 
effected if new wells were driven outside the city lmmits and all of the water 
to supply the city shou.ld be dr¥J"n from these new locations. A great majority 
of provately owned wells in Jacks o.clVille would have their rtesian heads restored 
to something near their original value to their owners. 
rt probably cost in the neighborhood of half a million dollars to 
install the private wells located in the Jacksonville area, and it would cost 
approximately one million dollars to reproduce them today. This value deserves 
consideration and should be taken into acco~~t in the determination of the future 
water supply for Jacksonville . 
~other point in regard to the artesian water supply which deserves 
consideration is that of its value to suburban and rural communities. One of 
the greatest ~ssets' of rural la.nd in the vicinity of Jackson,ville is that of 
§rtesia:n water under sufficient head for ~11 farming uses made available upon 
this land by the inexpensive expedient of drilling a well. Continued draft of 
large quantities of water from the ocala limestone to furnish the water req_uire-
ments for the city of J~cksonville as it increases in population, will produce 
increasing reductions in artesian head over considerably wider areas than ('\re 
now affected. 
REGULATORY CONTROL. 
The legal phases of the question of coutrol of this natural resource 
should be carefully considered and su.ch measures a.s are feasible should be taken 
at once to co~erve to the majority of the citi~ens this valuable asset to 
their land. 
!tEED FOR SCIENTIFIC Ih~STIG~TION. 
The study of the water supply in the ocala rock formation at 
J&.cksonville has been based almos t entirely upon data collected by the State 
Geological Survey, assisted i some measure by the United St~tes Geological 
Survey, and has been discussed in considerable detail with the prenent State 
Geologist, :Mr . Herman Gunter, who he.s offered valuable suggestions and furnished 
considerable data to assist in a @Bneral understanding of the conditions . 
It is clear from the unknown fa0 tors that new d~ta must be collected 
in order to be able to determine with definiteness the extent to which the 
water supply in the ocala limestone may be used in any locality. 
It is obvious that this problem is of such importance to many of the 
most thickly populated sections of the State that sufficient funds should be 
made available at once to allow the State Geologist to proceed with the neces-
sary investigations. In addition to this, if regulatory legislation is pro-
vided, i:t may be that the Engineering Department of the State Board of Health 
can be placed in a position to assist in carrying ou.t th& regulations. 
To protect a~d conserve all existing wells and future wells , it 
might be arranged to license them and co:Uect a yearly license fee \'lhich would 
support the geological investigations, and the policing duties of the Engineer-
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ing Dep~rtment of the State Board of Health. 
It is to be borne in mind that the problem is not confined to the 
State ofFlorida, but extends north into Georgia and southeastern South 
Carolin~. It should b~ -~ simple m~tter upon the ~ction of the State of 
Florida to provide a conservation fund, to secure qQick cooperation from 
the United States Geological Survey and to solicit the cooperation of the 
State Geologic~l Surveys of Georgia and South carolina. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
LOSS OF FLo·; OF 
There has been a progressive loss of flow of 13-rtesia.n wells in 
Jacksonville since 1885. The table on pages 148-9 of the Fifth Annual Report 
of the Florida State Geological Survey gives records of flows of Jacksonville 
wells from 1886 to 1904. There have been several explanations advanced for 
this loss of flow and it was generally accepted that it might be due in part 
to clogging of the wells. 
STREET. 
The old 6" well at ':/a.ter ·./oeks Park and Yain street was drilled in 
1885 to a depth of 650 feet . Its free discharge in 1886 was stated to be 
864,000 gallon~ per day. t present, connected to the aerator pipe, Which 
exerts a back pressure on the well of 21 feet, the well has practically no flow . 
To determine whether or not tis well is clogged, three hose li1es 
from hydrants were connected to the top of the well and water was allowed to 
run into the well at the rate of one and one quarter million gallons pe.r day 
for two days . .Vhen the hose li ·es were shut off, there was no appreciable 
increase in the pressure in the well. The present pressure in the well , when 
shut off, is sufficient to cause a column of water to rise 22 . 6 feet above sea 
level. Due to the back pressure in the aerator pipe line, there is only 1 . 6 
feet head availabl a to cause flow from this well at this time. 
It is clear from the experiment that this well is not clogged and 
that its loss of flow i s due to loss of artesian pressure. This loss in 
pressure is due. to the increased draft fr om the water- bearing stratum through 
the large number of wells which have been driven in the city since 1886. 
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A standarn current meter was lo\rered in the 10" well 1,000 feet 
below the surface and the lTevolutions were counted at different depths, with 
the well practically shut off and with the well discharging freely through an 
open gate . The followir~ diagram shows the revolutions of the current meter 
at different depths and gives a rough indication of the velocity of flow upward 
in the well at these points. The irregularity of the curve was probably due in 
p~t to cross currents where water entered the r~ll from the surrounding rock. 
, ith the well shut off, however, a velocity was recorded at 606 feet, and 
another velocity was found at 500 feet.· The velocity above 400 feet was due 
to the discharge through the one inch tap in the top of the well. 
This test s~owed a gradual increase in velocity of flow from a 1,000 
foot depth to the bottom of the casing and indicates that there was not in this 
well a noticea.ble exchange of water from lo<ver strata in hhe rock to higher 
strat~. This was to be etpected at this poLijt where flows to wells have produced 
such high loss of' head in the various strata.. It would be interesting to 
repeat this experiment on other wells outside of the area of concentrated 
draft in the city. If the test should be run on the new I.:cDuff Avenue well 
before the second well ~s brought in, an upward flow from the lower to the 
higher strata might be detected when the well is shut off. 
HYDRAULICS OF CITY 'v'JELLS. 
A study of the hydraulics ::> f the city wells was made to determine 
roughly , the relation between their pressures and recorded flows. Flows were 
recorded at odd times by th~ pitometer. Pressures were also taken at odd times 
at the wells flowing to the aerator and at some of the wells when they v;ere 
shut off. The elevations of the discharge pipes of the wells were determined 
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and from these and the pressures, the elevations of the water table were 
computed. The available head at the present time to cause flow, with the well 
flowing freely and with the well flowing to the aerator, were also computed. 
The percent reduct ions in head causing flow compared 1i th the percent reduction 
in flow, gives nearly i.dentica.l results in four of the V'ells . 
Two wells drilled prior to 1890 showed much gr8a ter reductions in 
flow than can be accounted for by the reductions in present head causing the 
flow . It is probable that in the case of these wells the he~d causing the original 
recorded flow was much higher than the heaa i these wells at this time . 
The three wells, - one at seventh and Silver ~treets, one at Macket 
and Phelps, and one at Hubbard Str eet and Confederate Park, do not show the above 
relationship bet~1een head causing flow and flow . There is no way of checking 
original flows of these wells but it is poss1ble they w2re not stated correctly. 
The results of these tests pr.ove nothing, but indicate~ in a general 
vmy, that the yield of wells is directly proportional to the pressure available 
to cause flow and that the progr ssive reductions in flow are probably due to 
progressive reductions· in artesian head. This condition is due to the progres-
sive annual increase in -.draft through all wells in and near the city. 
'IOBKS PARK • . 
recording pressure gauge was placed on the well at First Street and 
Hogans Creek, and produced the chart shown on the following pa.ge . The record 
as from '7e&nesda.y, February 9th until Tuesday, February 15th , The well v.es 
shut off during the p1 _i od of the record so that the pressures indicate the 
artesian pressures in the solution passages pierced by the well . This pressure 
fluctuated to high points in the early morning hours and low points in the mid-
dle of the d~, and indicates cle8rly the effect of draft through all other wells 
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in the vicinity. The pressure differential during the test was approximately 
one and one-half pounds, equal to about three and one-half feet of head. This 
test shows that the depression of the ground water table, due to draft from all 
wells in the city, is sufficiaut to blot out detection of influence of tidal 
variations on the pressureo 
TIDAL INFLUEI'JCE ON ,&.:;.,TESIAN PRESSURE. 
A recording pressure gauge was attached to one of the wells at 
Jacksonville :Beach on Friday, February 11th and allowed to run Un.til Friday, 
February 18th. Jllhe well was shut off and at this time of year there w s very 
little draft from other existing wells in the vicinity. After the pressure 
chart was obtained; the high and low tide levels at Fernandina were obtained 
from the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Tide Tables and plotted on 
the chart. In every case, high tide coincided with high pressure and low tide 
coincided with low pressure. 
This shows that wells O'J.tside of depression cones in the ground 
water table in this particular artesian basin are affected by the tide, and 
supports the theory that the artesian head in this basin is & measurement of 
the bac:c pressure of the ocean water on the points of outcrop of the solution 
passages in the Gulf Stream. 
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DEPRESSIOl~ CJ ... E IN GROUliD l.n.~ Tb..'BI...Il AT CKSONVILLE . 
To secure a rough approximation of the extent of the depression cone 
in the ground water table at Jacksonville, pressures a.r~d elevations of a large 
number of wells were determined . From these the elevatiols of the ground water 
table at the various locations were computed and plotted. Rough contours of 
the depression cone in the ground water table have been drawn from these plot-
tings on the folloirlng map . These contours show the approximate extent of the 
present depression cone and indicate that the ground water table recovers to a 
point near normal before reaching the :Beach . This indicates that water flows 
around the ou..;side of the depression cone and back from the east to supply some 
of the draft from wells in the cane . 
In these circumstances, the ground water head is maintained east of 
Jacksonville ~0 depress salt water in the solution passages between the eastern 
edge of the depressioncone and the Gu.lf Stream. This effectively prevents 
salt water flowing back in the pav.sages pierced by existing wells, Hovtever, 
s lt water probably exists inthe lower soluliion pa.sstJ.ges at a depth of somewhere 
between two and three thousand feet below Jackso .ville . The low e.rtesi'an pres-
sure in the center of the depression cone is not sufficient to depress salt 
tater below the bottoms of the existing deepest wells . Unde ~ · these conditions, 
the continued freshness of the supply is du.e to the tightness of the intervening 
strata. single we ll drilled through these strata, or the existence of a crack 
in them, may produce progressive salting of the supply to ~e existing wells, if 
the draft is allowed to increase to cause a further reduction in the ground water 
table . 
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The chart on the following page, recording the pressure in 
the first new city vell at UcDuff venue from .Tanuary 31st to February 7th, 
1927, shows clearly that it is located inside the present depression cone 
in the Ocala ground water table . This is also shom1 by the contour map of 
the Ja.cks01 ville depression cone. :By referring to the pressure chart on 
which high and low tides at Fern~ndina have been plotted, it is apparent 
that low pressures and high tides and high pressures and low tides occurred 
as frequently s the reverse relationship between tides and pressures . 
In all probabilit there is a whirlpool flow within the depression 
cone. This would be warped by tidal influence and rate of draft so that the 
relation of tide to pressure can not be determL.ed with avail~ble data. The 
circular path of .the water from t;he rim of the cane to the lell outlets in 
the city would be much longer than a str~ight path and the resulting loss 
of head would be correspondingly greater. 
Draft from the l~cDu.ff venue wells will apparently reduce somewhat 
the supply available to other wells in the city. 
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CI:IAPrER 3. 
DI~TRIBUTION SYSTEt.I, llW J.:I:, 1l.ND RATES . 
T.e distribution systems of elaven :r:rew Jersey cities as reported 
in the Ua.nual of American Water \"/orks Practice, page 604, were compared with 
the Jacksonville distribution sustem to show the relative lengths of cast-
iron mains. The number of feet of cast-iron mains percapita were plotted in 
a di~gram, with feet per capita as ordinates and population in thousands as 
:bcissa. A curve was then drawn representing an approximate average of the 
points . For a population of 125 ; 000, this curve indicates an average of 
eleven feet of mains per capita. In Jacksor,ville , the average is approximately 
four and one-half feet per capita, but if the 100 miles of temporary mains are 
added to the cast-iron mains in Jac sonville, the length would meet the average 
as indicated by the curve . 
Gross revenues of the eleven Uew Jersey cities were plotted in a 
similar manner and indicate for a. population of 125,000 an average of $5 . 80 p 
per capita for the eleven New Jersey cities as compared with ~}3.0}. per capita 
for J~cksonville. It is apparent from this rough comparison th~t the mileage 
of cast-iron ains in the distribution system in Jacksonville is about one-
half the mileage of cast - iro.l mains in a theoretical city in New Jersey of 
identical population , based upon averages of eleven New Jersey cities . In the 
same way, the Jacksonville gross revenue is about 52% of the gToss revenue for 
such a city in New Je~ley based upon a.n average of gross revenue ·in the eleven 
cities . 
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Chapter 20 of the Uanual of American V!t.=~.ter Jorks Practice gives 
statistics of water rates seci.U.'ed from answers to a quest;ionnaire under date 
of February 16, 1925, sent to water depsrtments or companies of all cities 
of the United States and Canada havL1g a population of 15,000 or more. Replies 
were received from 294 cities in the United States and seven cities in C< Jlada., 
representing a total population of 42,000,000. The average charges for various 
quantities of water used were calculated ~d recorded i a table. These ~re 
re-stated in the following table compared with water service charges in Jack-
sonville under present rates, under advisable rates for contin~tion of hard 
water supply, and under the approximate schedule of rates for soft water. 
Annual Bills for Stated uantities. 
Annual Bills in Jackson-
ville expressed in percent 
of averages of 295 cities. 
Cubic Average Jacksonville Rates Hard Water ~oft ' ater 
feet of Present Hard Soft Pres- Advis- Approximate 
per a95 .rater con- Water ent able schedule 
year cities tinued . Supply rates.r~tes. of rates. 
~-------------------------------------------~~------~-----------------
12.,000 
120,000 
1,600,000 
3,200,000 
23.40 
16.9 .o8 
1,45a.36 
2,681.64 
12.00 
84.00 
640.00 
lZ80.00 
. 16.60 
112.00 
958.00 
1828.00 
27.80 
201.00 
182.8.00 
3516.00 
51 
50 
44 
48 
71 
66 
67 
68 
119 
119 
126 
131 
From inspection of the table, it will be seen that the charge for 
hard water in Jacksonville under present rates is only 50% of the average. 
Under rates needed to support continued service of hard water, the charge will 
be about 30% less than the average. Under the approximate schedule of rates 
for soft water, the charges would vary from 19% to 31% above the average. 
\'lhen it is considered that the cities. from ·which the average was 
obtained included a larger proportion of smaller towns furniihed with well 
water or other unfiltered supplies, it is clear that the rates for filtered 
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soft water in Jacksonville would be in line with average conditions for 
water of such quality. 
aunt 
of Issue 
90,000 
35 , 000 
200 , 000 
100,000 
~25,000 
450 , 000 
1, 100 , 000 
ANALT!SIS OF ':TATER WOEKS Bo:LID;J ~JD SINKI:L FUND AT 
4% RE~UI:1ED TO R8TIRE THill.! ,"/HBN DUE . 
Int . Du.e Years Sinking Interest 
rate date to run. Fund A..'Ilt • Fund 
a.t 4~ 
5% 1/l/a6 9 8 , 495.00 4 , 500 . 00 
~ ll/1/36 9 3 , 307•50 1,575 . 00 
5% 4/l/31 4 47,100 . 00 10 , 000 . 00 
5% %1/43 16 4 , 580 . 00 5, 000 . 00 
5% 4 5/54 27 4 ,770 . 00 11 , 450 . 00 
4-~ Serial 
50 , 000 yr. 9 50 , 000 . 00 2o, a5o . oo 
TOT.hL lst year 
2nd year 
3rd yea~ 
4th year 
5th year 
6th year 
7th year 
8th year 
9th year 
Total 
12,995,.00 
4 ,882 . 50 
57 , 100.00 
9,580 . 00 
16 ,o:w . oo 
70,250.00 
170 , 827 . 50 
168 ,577 . 50 
166,327 . 00 
164, 077 . oo 
161,827 . 00 
159 , 577 . 00 
157,327 . 00 
155,077 . 00 
152,827.00 
Annual pa;ymen ts needed for interest and sinking fund, assuming an 
average of ~160 , 000 per year required for the next ten years, the above is 
equal to 14. 5~ on the $1 , 100 , 000 of outstanding bonds or it is equal to 6% 
on $2 , 670 , 000 . This latter value is somewhat less than the actual coa t of 
the Vater ~forks to date . 
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